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LOUISVILLE, Ky. -- We have gathered together to determine whether “Tysonesque” historically
becomes the adjective most commonly used in conjunction with “meltdown” whenever some
future top-shelf celebrity squanders everything. Meantime, the top story in the local sports
section Wednesday -- one day after about 5,000 locals squeezed in to witness Mike Tyson’s
workout -- was that University of Tennessee football coach Phil Fulmer won’t be at the
Southeastern Conference’s preseason media day. We all know football and NASCAR rule the
south, but come on. Kentucky football and race teams don’t rule anything. And the Fulmer tale
didn’t even get that much play in Memphis, Tyson’s previous deep-south fight home, which is
actually in Tennessee.

Ah, but you can’t fool ’em in Louisville, not the home of Muhammad Ali, and the Kentucky
Derby, and a sophisticated fan base and sports media. The Courier-Journal had a Tyson story
on A-1 that same day, so the circus gained steam, but no one’s fooled that Tyson-Danny
Williams is a can’t-miss competition. Best hope is for a can’t-miss event. With promoter Chris
Webb hustling fight-week lines of credit for about $3 million to satisfy his pay-per-view contract
with Showtime, and a modest live-crowd estimate of 12,000 tonight in 19,169-seat Freedom
Hall, the early financials suggest a wait-and-see attitude on the mellower Tyson.
It has been interesting here just for that reason. Tyson joked that he’s playing nice to protect
future endorsements, then when asked what product he would like to represent, he replied
Viagra or Cialis. Gotta make light of that little rape thing when possible.
If you prefer nice guys, IBF heavyweight champion Chris Byrd is suing Don King, the
sweetheart champion against the hardheart promoter, claiming underpayment for all three fights
since signing with King. Tyson can tell Byrd a few things about that dynamic, but suing King is
just about their only shared attribute. Byrd is all things Tyson isn’t, both inside and outside the
ring -- including unmarketable. Byrd shares the biggest title in sports, yet claims he has
struggled to get King to honor $2.5 million contractual purse minimums. Meantime, Tyson’s
earning power is several times Byrd’s, even though he has been in a prize ring just once in two
years, and not the universally recognized champion for 14 years. In boxing promotion,
hellishness beats devoutness by first-round kayo.
What we want to know, ultimately, is whether Tyson can apply that concept inside the ring, with
Byrd or Vitali Klitschko in the opposite corner, in a heavyweight championship bout. The first
step begins with routine victory and signs of mental stability tonight.
Anyone who has covered Tyson has a tale about breaking a Tyson story, or a Tyson incident,
or being target of a Tyson tantrum. When Tyson tested positive for marijuana after beating
Andrew Golota in 2000, I broke the story in The Grand Rapids Press. Before that same fight, I
also asked about Tyson’s use of Zoloft, which prompted his harangue about the drug causing
him sexual dysfunction, and that he was taking the anti-depressant, “to keep from killing you
guys.” Now, a different side. No discussions about driving nose bones into brains, or eating
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Lennox Lewis’ children, or how he’d really like to rape Desiree Washington since he already did
the time for it.
If he wants to be civil, great. We aren’t here to judge Tyson outside the ring anymore, just
inside it. It’s way too late for the Tyson who once seemed poised to get richer from
endorsements than fight purses. Fighting is what’s left. He can’t unpush buttons. But he can
prove, in today’s weak heavyweight picture, that while he couldn’t crack the Holyfield-Lewis
reigns, he might be able to burst through in the Klitschko-Byrd era.
His debts, approaching $40 million, landed him in bankruptcy court. He earned 10 times that
much, and lost it all plus 10 percent, as if his entire career was just a bad bet with the
neighborhood bookie. Tyson has to fight five to seven times to pay his debts, according to his
manager Shelly Finkel, who attributes that estimate to information from Tyson’s attorneys.
If he can win the heavyweight championship, those debts could vanish with one title defense.
That’s the intrigue to Tyson’s current comeback compared to past renditions. If he can find the
internal motivation, the external picture seems favorable. Going to the gym, he admits, “has
always been the sacrifice ... fighting is the easy part.” But at 38, there are no short cuts, even in
this weak heavyweight era.
Tyson’s willingness to take advantage of his opportunity is what we’re here to discover. He
hasn’t fought in 17 months, since destroying Clifford Etienne in Memphis. That took less than a
round. It remains Tyson’s only ring appearance since Lewis crushed him in the same venue in
June 2002.
Tyson’s last fight week ranks as his most bizarre. He partied, refused to train, got his face
tattooed days before fighting Etienne, threatened to pull out of the fight, then openly questioned
afterward how he managed to get through it all. “I still don’t know how I got there that night,” he
recalls -- and by that, he means what compelled him to show up for the fight.
Only the financial realities of his largesse and a pennies-on-the-dollar settlement of his
long-running lawsuit against King spurred Tyson to fight. Once he finally saw red, it was his
personal bottom line. His financial burdens, and the likelihood that process servers would come
knocking soon after he signed any fight contract, surely contributed to Tyson’s layoff. But now
he finds himself sleeping on a couch in Phoenix, fighting paycheck to paycheck to pay the
creditors. Most people would find that motivation enough. It remains to be seen whether Tyson
is wired that way.
Tyson “wanted to do like Ricky Williams and just hang out,” after the Etienne fight, referring to
the running back who shocked pro football this week by retiring in his prime.
“I was unhappy with myself. I was unhappy with what was going on in my life, as far as my
career. I was unhappy with what people thought about me. I didn’t want to fight anymore,”
Tyson recalls.
A divorce from Monica Turner and his unpaid responsibilities stemming from it are largely
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responsible for Tyson’s bankruptcy. He admits philandering. He recalls one girlfriend likened
him to catching a marlin, “because I’m a hell of a ride, but impossible to pin down.” He’s been
with hundreds of women. He married the actress and the doctor.
“I’d like to be with a dignified, nice, respectful woman,” he says, “but I love fast women. I’m
probably not the worst in the world at raising children, but I’m terrible at relationships. I need a
relationship where one of us is on one side of the house, one is on the other side of the house,
and we meet in the middle to watch TV, have sex, whatever. You have to work together in a
relationship. You have to be sensitive with a woman. A lot of men might not like hearing that,
but it’s true. But I want to vent, too. There has to be some exchange in a relationship, and I
don’t know if I’m too immature, or just don’t want to communicate, but I’m terrible at it.”
The general public really doesn’t care about that, though Tyson’s openness enhances the
fascination with him. The bankruptcy thing is kind of a sexy twist to Tyson vs. Williams. (Oh
yeah, there really is another fighter in the main event, and he’s pleased that Tyson has behaved
this week because, “There’s no need to be aggressive outside the ring,” a statement which
before Lewis would’ve prompted all manner of punchlines about British heavyweights’ collective
non-aggression policy.) But bankruptcy is an old schtick, most recently used in the Antonio
Tarver-Roy Jones II plot. Even Tarver’s signature debt, $77 to defunct Montgomery Ward, is a
lot funnier than anything Tyson owes.
And, goodness knows, skirt-chasing long ago evolved into pardonable sin. Tyson fights tonight
in the hometown of a womanizing heavyweight champion who, if held to Clintonesque sexual
standards, would be permanently stripped of his title. Instead, Ali is Earth’s greatest living icon
and Bill Clinton remains the Democrat standard-bearer despite the adjectival application of his
name, because of public indifference to pubic indiscretion.
“I’m alone,” Tyson says. “I’m 38 and I have no one with me. My personal life sucks right now.
So, of course, my professional life is just great.” Tyson has said many times that people don’t
care about him. That’s basically true. Fans want fury from their heavyweight champion, and they
don’t have that right now, nor during the Lewis reign -- the only complaint against the skilled
former champion, but one voiced frequently. If anyone knows fury sells, it’s Tyson. Fury is what
helped his career survive all but prison and defeat. As long as Tyson’s not locked up or knocked
out, the public will keep on buying. That’s what fans care about, and with the Lewis-Holyfield era
over, there’s some added intrigue that Tyson matches up well with the current crop and could
restore a fury firebrand to the heavyweight championship.
That’s why Webb took a chance on his hometown and brought a big fight here. That’s why
Showtime Entertainment Television took a chance on a Friday night pay-per-view show, with a
big competing event on HBO Pay-Per-View Saturday in Las Vegas between Erik Morales and
Carlos Hernandez. And that’s why, with two pay-per-view fights on the same weekend, the
major media have flocked here. Western and Hispanic media will cover home turf. The rest of
the national and international boxing journalists are here.
Tyson is the biggest story wherever his circus stops. Louisville hosts the Big Top tonight, amid
high anticipation about the quality of the fight, its financial performance, and Tyson’s future
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direction. There’s a lot at stake, even under the assumption that Tyson wins. Boxing needs a
heavyweight boost only one man can provide, and that’s not Danny Williams. There’s a
wide-open landscape for Tyson to roam after tonight. But first he has to prove he’s winning the
bigger fight, the one with the undetermined outcome, the one that has brought us together for
Kentucky contemplation, the one between Iron Mike and Meltdown Mike.
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